






One colour, applied in one or two coats, creates a unique and minimal surface, characterized by gradual shades that depends by the pressure 
during the application. A biting solution but, in the same time, very soft and elegance.
Our products can be infinite colors, Here are some proposals, which are our best sellers

1.Resina Materia- Monokroma





The RESIN MATERIA, applied in 
one or two coats, creates a unique, 
elegant and minimal surface, 
characterized by light effects and 
shadows that together creates. A 
unique and structured surface with 
a strong personality. The quartzes 
gives high resistance against 
washing and trampling to the 
surface.

RESINA MATERIA STRUTTURATA









Executed projects using 
Resina Materia Strutturata



The RESIN MATERIA, applied on the 
surface, creating a strong and limitless 
effect. Shades and effects lighted by a 
unique combination of colours and 
shadows. A modern solution, with a 
light and fashionable texture.

RESINA MATERIA LEVIGATA





Executed projects using Resina Materia Levigata



SPECIAL EFFECTS
RESIN MATERIA, used with flair and creativity allows you to create contrasts of light and colors unique and 
unrepeatable.

You can dream between the power of the metal scratches of MATERIA REDOXY, to the emotions and the shadows of 
light of MATERIA LUMINA and MATERIA STAMPATA. A selection of aggressive and strong styles for unique 
environments.



Effect REDOXY DEGRADATO PER PARETEEffect REDOXY DEGRADATO PER PARETE



Effect REDOXY per pavimento









Natural G40
It is available in white color and in 
11 different kind of grays
(the typical color of the natural 
concrete) and in white with the 
product La Malta Bianca.



Cod.Col.G00 Cod.Col.Terra del Nord 12

Cod.Col.Terra del Nord 14Cod.Col.Terra del Nord 11



Executed projects using 
Natural G40







Executed projects using Pastellone













Executed projects using Resina F5000



The shabby chic collection, with a background of British and old reminds, gives an unlimited class to the environment. Shabby chic consists in the 
application of Natural Concrete G40 mixed with water. The declinations of this new collection are really a lot, thanks to the different techniques of 
application and thanks to the special tools that allow to reach incredible decorative effects. Timbroni with 12 different subjects, Vintage Rolls with 
9 drawings, refined Pizzi that create real art works.





















Thank you !


